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Recurrence of fluctuations of internal energy pressure of the Solar system is a basic reason of emergence of Ice Ages on Earth.

HYPOTHESIS OF THE ORIGIN OF ICE AGES ON THE EARTH
Steady growth of number of riddles of the mysterious Universe is a sign of imperfection of the existing theories and ideas of the world around that promotes creation of cardinally new alternative ideas and theories. The new ideas shall be penetrative and without any special preparation are clear to all. Also they shall promote adequate perception of reality and to be most interconnected among themselves and with the existing scientific knowledge. In this case, the alternative ideas inevitably will become penetrative!

We exist in a galaxy by the name of the Universe (1) which is limited and ordered (2), and where there are known physical laws sufficient for understanding of the phenomena and cataclysms occurring in it today. The climate of Earth, mainly, is determined by an energy condition of the space surrounding it!

The warming seeming now – only a temporary phenomenon which is defined by energy state of space of the Solar system moving in a galaxy "Milky Way", and that, in turn, to suburbs of the Universe.

Movement of Solar system through "layered" energetic formations of both our galaxy, and all Universe is a basic reason of the long changes of Earth climate (3).

Eventually, the frequency of changes of Earth climate shall increase, because of the accelerated movement of galaxies, and the average temperature to decrease and, as a result, there will come "the eternal winter".

Solar recurrence is caused by oscillations of the internal energetic pressure (temperature) of Solar system (4). Its movement in our galaxy which is accompanied to oscillations of radius of an orbit is a basic reason of changes of energetic pressure of Solar system.

HYPOTHESIS: Recurrence of oscillations of internal energetic pressure of Solar system is a basic reason of origin of Ice Ages on Earth

Now the following cycle of oscillations of internal energetic pressure in Solar system is watched:
- the interglacial period – 20%,
- Ice Age – 80%.
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